We present evidence for leading particle production in hadronic decays of the Z 0 boson to light-flavor jets. A polarized electron beam was used to tag quark and antiquark jets, and a vertex detector was employed to reject heavy-flavor events. Charged hadrons were identified with a Cherenkov ring imaging detector. In the quark jets, more high-momentum p, Λ, K − , and K * 0 were observed than their antiparticles, and vice versa for antiquark jets, providing direct evidence that the higher-momentum particles in jets are more likely to carry the primary quark or antiquark from the Z 0 decay, and that ss production is suppressed in fragmentation.
A fundamental issue in strong-interaction jet fragmentation is that of the transport of quantum numbers of primary interacting partons into the observed final-state particles. In non-diffractive hadron-hadron collisions, final-state particles with large values of the longitudinal beam momentum fraction x F have been observed that contain one or more valence quarks of the same type as those in one or both of the initial-state particles. This has been interpreted in terms of an initial-state quark participating in the collision and being carried in a particular "leading" final-state particle that tends to have a large fraction of the energy of the resulting jet [1] . In e + e − → cc (bb) events, D (B) hadrons have been found [2] to carry a large fraction of the beam energy and to be produced at a rate of approximately two per cc or bb event, indicating that these hadrons are produced predominantly as leading particles.
Such leading particle production in jet fragmentation is predicted by several iterative models of the hadronization process [3] . However, the extent to which this effect is present in light-flavor jets (u,ū, d,d, s, ors) in e + e − interactions has not been studied experimentally because of difficulties involved with tagging jets initiated by a specific light flavor and with separating quark jets from antiquark jets. If such a separation were achieved, a signature for the leading particle effect in a sample of quark jets would be an excess of a hadron species containing the isolated valence quark type over its antiparticle, and vice versa for antiquark jets. One could then study the momentum distributions, flavors and spin states of leading hadrons and antihadrons in each such flavor sample.
If one could separate samples of light quark (u, d, s) and antiquark (ū,d,s) jets, then a leading particle effect might appear as an excess in the quark sample of baryons over antibaryons, since the valence constituents of baryons are quarks rather than antiquarks. Also, the cross sections for e + e − → uū and e + e − → dd or ss are not in general equal, so a signal in quark jets for leading production of charged mesons, such as π − and K − , might be visible. Furthermore, one might observe an excess of a meson over its antimeson if it is produced more often in jets initiated by one valence flavor rather than the other. For example, a suppression of ss relative to uū and dd production in the fragmentation process might cause more leading K − (K * 0 ) to be produced in s jets than inū (d) jets.
In this letter we present the first study of leading particle production in light flavor jets in e + e − annihilation, using 150,000 hadronic Z 0 decay events produced by the SLAC Linear Collider (SLC) and recorded in the SLC Large Detector (SLD) from 1993 to 1995. We define a particle to be leading if it carries a primary quark or antiquark, namely the q orq in e + e − → Z 0 → qq, where q = u, d, or s. We separated jets initiated by primary quarks from those initiated by primary antiquarks by utilizing the electroweak forwardbackward production asymmetry in the polar angle, enhanced by the high SLC electron beam polarization. We suppressed the large background from heavy-flavor (Z 0 → cc or bb) events, in which the decay products of a heavy hadron can exhibit a leading particle effect, by using information from the Vertex Detector (VXD) [4] . The Cherenkov Ring Imaging Detector (CRID) [5] was used to identify charged hadrons. We measured the production rates of π − , K − , K * 0 , p, and Λ as a function of momentum in light-quark jets and compared them with the rates of their respective antiparticles. We interpret the observed differences in terms of leading particles.
A description of the detector, trigger, track and hadronic event selection, and Monte Carlo simulation is given in Ref. [6] . Cuts were applied in order to select events wellcontained within the detector acceptance, resulting in a sample of approximately 90,000 events. Heavy-flavor events often include tracks associated with separated decay points of short-lived heavy hadrons, and were suppressed by requiring all tracks passing a set of quality cuts to extrapolate to within three standard deviations from the interaction point in the plane transverse to the beam. The selected sample was estimated from our Monte Carlo simulation to consist of 85% light-flavor events, with residual backgrounds of 12% cc and 3% bb events. Z 0 bosons decay predominantly into a left-handed quark and a right-handed antiquark. In e + e − → Z 0 →events, when the electron beam has longitudinal polarization P e , the quark prefers to follow the electron (positron) beam direction for left-(right-) handed e − beam, and its polar angle θ with respect to the electron beam is distributed as (1+cos 2 θ +2A q A Z cos θ), where A Z = (A e − P e )/(1 − A e P e ), and A e and A q are the asymmetry parameters for electrons and quarks respectively. In the Standard Model A e = 0.16, A u = A c = 0.67 and
94. For this analysis we considered all events to consist of one jet in each of the two hemispheres separated by the plane perpendicular to the thrust axis [7] , and required the thrust axis polar angle θ t to satisfy | cos θ t | > 0.2. Defining the forward direction to be along the electron beam, the quark jet was defined to comprise the set of tracks in the forward (backward) hemisphere for events recorded with left-(right-) handed electron beam. The opposite jet in each event was defined to be the antiquark jet. For roughly two-thirds of the sample, |P e | = 0.77 [8] , for the remainder |P e | = 0.63 [9] , and there were equal numbers of left-and right-handed beam pulses. For these conditions, the Standard Model at tree level predicts the purities of the quark-and antiquark-tagged samples to be about 73%.
We then measured the production rates per light quark jet
where: q andq represent light-flavor quark and antiquark jets respectively; N evts is the total number of events in the sample; h represents any of the identified hadrons π
and Λ, andh indicates the corresponding antiparticle; x p is the scaled momentum 2p/ √ s of the hadron, where p is its magnitude of momentum and √ s is the e + e − center-of-mass energy. Then, for example, N(q → h) is the number of hadrons of type h in light quark jets.
The identification of π ± , K ± , p, andp was achieved by reconstructing emission angles of individual Cherenkov photons radiated by charged particles passing through liquid and gas radiator systems of the SLD CRID. For each track, a likelihood was constructed for each of these particle hypotheses, based upon the number of detected photons and their measured angles, and the expected number of photons, Cherenkov angle, and background. Particle separation was based on the differences among the likelihoods. Identification was achieved [10, 11] over the momentum range 0.5 < p < 35 GeV /c.
Positively charged tracks in the quark-tagged sample and negatively charged tracks in the antiquark-tagged sample gave consistent results and were combined into one sample. In each x p bin, identified π, K, and p were counted, and these counts were unfolded using the inverse of the identification efficiency matrix E [10, 11] , and corrected for track reconstruction efficiency to yield values of R The elements E ij , denoting the momentum-dependent probability to identify a true i-type particle as a j-type particle, were measured from the data for i = π, p and j = π, K, p using tracks from selected K 0 S , τ and Λ decays. A detailed Monte Carlo simulation was used to derive the remaining elements in terms of these measured ones.
Candidate Λ → pπ − andΛ →pπ + decays were selected by considering all pairs of oppositely charged tracks that were inconsistent with originating at the interaction point and passed a set of cuts [12] on vertex quality and flight distance. Backgrounds from K 0 S decays and photon conversions were suppressed by using kinematic cuts. Candidate
and K * 0 → K − π + decays were selected by considering all pairs of oppositely-charged tracks if one track was identified in the CRID as a charged kaon, the other was not so identified, and the tracks were consistent with intersecting at the interaction point [13] .
The Λ candidates in quark-tagged jets and theΛ candidates in antiquark-tagged jets were assigned to one sample, and the remaining Λ/Λ candidates to a second sample. In each x p bin, the number of observed Λ/Λ in each sample was determined from a fit to the pπ invariant mass distribution. These signals were corrected for reconstruction efficiency to yield R q Λ and R q Λ in the tagged samples. The K * 0 and K * 0 candidates were similarly divided into two samples, and the Kπ invariant mass distributions were fitted to obtain R q K * 0 and R q K * 0 .
In every x p bin, each measured R q h and R q h was further corrected for the contribution from residual heavy-flavor events, estimated from our Monte Carlo simulation. Finally, the corrected R q h and R q h were unfolded for the purity of the quark jet tag. These production rates are shown in Figure 1 . There are no K ± or p/p points in the range 0.12 < x p < 0.20 due to the lack of CRID particle separation in this region. Systematic errors arising from the uncertainties in the backgrounds in the identified particle samples, in the measured electron beam polarization, and in the backgrounds from heavy-flavor events were included and were found to be much smaller than the statistical errors. Not shown in the figure are uncertainties common to particles and their respective antiparticles, including those arising from track reconstruction and particle-identification efficiency. These are typically 2-5%.
We define the difference between each particle and antiparticle production rate, normalized by the sum:
for which the common systematic uncertainties cancel. As shown in Figure 2 , for each hadron h, D h is consistent with zero for x p < 0.1. D π − is also consistent with zero for x p > 0.1, but for the other hadrons D h > 0 for x p > ∼ 0.2. The JETSET 7.4 [14] and HERWIG 5.8 [15] fragmentation models were found to reproduce these features qualitatively.
Since baryons contain no constituent antiquarks, we interpret the positive D p and D Λ as evidence for leading baryon production in light-flavor jets. If pions and kaons exhibited similar leading effects, then one would expect D π − ≈ D K − ≈ 0.27D baryon , and D K * 0 = 0, assuming Standard Model quark couplings to the Z 0 . For purposes of illustration, the result of a linear fit to the D p and D Λ points above x p = 0.2 was scaled by 0.27 and is shown in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) . The observed D π − are below this line, and are consistent with zero at all x p , suggesting that either there is little production of leading pions, or there is substantial background from non-leading pions or pions from decays of resonances such as the ρ and K * . For x p > 0.2, we observe D K − > 0.27D baryon and D K * 0 > 0. This indicates both substantial production of leading K and K * mesons at high momentum, and a depletion of leading kaon production in uū and dd events relative to ss events.
Assuming these high-momentum kaons to be directly produced in the fragmentation process, this amounts to a direct observation of a suppression of ss production from the vacuum with respect to uū or dd production. In the case of K * 0 mesons it has been suggested [16] that this effect can be used to measure the "strangeness suppression parameter" γ s , that is an important component of models of hadronization, see e.g. Ref. [14] . Assuming all K * 0 and K * 0 in the range x p > 0.5 to be leading, we calculate γ s = 0.26 ± 0.12, consistent with values [17] derived from inclusive measurements of the relative production rates of strange and non-strange, pseudoscalar and vector mesons. In summary, we have studied leading particle effects in hadronic Z 0 decays. In the light quark jets, we observed an excess of Λ overΛ, and an excess of p overp. These differences increase with momentum, and provide direct evidence for the "leading particle" hypothesis that faster baryons are more likely to contain the primary quark. No such difference was observed between π − and π + production. For kaons, we observed a significant excess of high momentum K − over K + , and K * 0 over K * 0 , indicating that a fast kaon is likely to contain a primary quark or antiquark from the Z 0 decay, and that leading kaons are produced predominantly in ss events rather than dd or uū events.
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